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Help your students see the light. With its myriad of
techniques, concepts and formulas, business statistics can be
overwhelming for many students. They can have trouble
recognizing the importance of studying statistics, and making
connections between concepts. Ken Black's fifth edition of
Business Statistics: For Contemporary Decision Making helps
students see the big picture of the business statistics course
by giving clearer paths to learn and choose the right
techniques. Here's how Ken Black helps students see the big
picture: Video Tutorials-In these video clips, Ken Black
provides students with extra learning assistance on key
difficult topics. Available in WileyPLUS. Tree Taxonomy
Diagram-Tree Taxonomy Diagram for Unit 3 further illustrates
the connection between topics and helps students pick the
correct technique to use to solve problems. New OrganizationThe Fifth Edition is reorganized into four units, which will help
professor teach and students see the connection between
topics. WileyPLUS-WilePLUS provides everything needed to
create an environment where students can reach their full
potential and experience the exhilaration of academic
success. In addition to a complete online text, online
homework, and instant feedback, WileyPLUS offers additional
Practice Problems that give students the opportunity to apply
their knowledge, and Decision Dilemma Interactive Cases
that provide real-world decision-making scenarios. Learn
more at www.wiley.co,/college/wileyplus.
The GCBME Book Series aims to promote the quality and
methodical reach of the Global Conference on Business
Management & Entrepreneurship, which is intended as a highquality scientific contribution to the science of business
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management and entrepreneurship. The Contributions are
expected to be the main reference articles on the topic of
each book and have been subject to a strict peer review
process conducted by experts in the fields. The conference
provided opportunities for the delegates to exchange new
ideas and implementation of experiences, to establish
business or research connections and to find Global Partners
for future collaboration. The conference and resulting volume
in the book series is expected to be held and appear
annually. The year 2019 theme of book and conference is
"Transforming Sustainable Business In The Era Of Society
5.0". The ultimate goal of GCBME is to provide a medium
forum for educators, researchers, scholars, managers,
graduate students and professional business persons from
the diverse cultural backgrounds, to present and discuss their
research, knowledge and innovation within the fields of
business, management and entrepreneurship. The GCBME
conferences cover major thematic groups, yet opens to other
relevant topics: Organizational Behavior, Innovation,
Marketing Management, Financial Management and
Accounting, Strategic Management, Entrepreneurship and
Green Business.
This is a supplemental text intended to accompany an
introductory statistics textbook. Each chapter is organized
around a particular statistical concept or technique. Some of
the chapters contain experiments designed to permit students
to explore statistical concepts by using the computer to
perform experiments. The use of Excel to conduct established
analytical procedures is fully covered.
This business analytics (BA) text discusses the models based
on fact-based data to measure past business performance to
guide an organization in visualizing and predicting future
business performance and outcomes. It provides a
comprehensive overview of analytics in general with an
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emphasis on predictive analytics. Given the booming interest
in analytics and data science, this book is timely and
informative. It brings many terms, tools, and methods of
analytics together. The first three chapters provide an
introduction to BA, importance of analytics, types of BAdescriptive, predictive, and prescriptive-along with the tools
and models. Business intelligence (BI) and a case on
descriptive analytics are discussed. Additionally, the book
discusses on the most widely used predictive models,
including regression analysis, forecasting, data mining, and
an introduction to recent applications of predictive analyticsmachine learning, neural networks, and artificial intelligence.
The concluding chapter discusses on the current state, job
outlook, and certifications in analytics.
A well-balanced and accessible introduction to the elementary
quantitative methods and Microsoft® Office Excel®
applications used to guide business decision making
Featuring quantitative techniques essential for modeling
modern business situations, Introduction to Quantitative
Methods in Business: With Applications Using Microsoft®
Office Excel® provides guidance to assessing real-world data
sets using Excel. The book presents a balanced approach to
the mathematical tools and techniques with applications used
in the areas of business, finance, economics, marketing, and
operations. The authors begin by establishing a solid
foundation of basic mathematics and statistics before moving
on to more advanced concepts. The first part of the book
starts by developing basic quantitative techniques such as
arithmetic operations, functions and graphs, and elementary
differentiations (rates of change), and integration. After a
review of these techniques, the second part details both
linear and nonlinear models of business activity. Extensively
classroom-tested, Introduction to Quantitative Methods in
Business: With Applications Using Microsoft® Office Excel®
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also includes: Numerous examples and practice problems
that emphasize real-world business quantitative techniques
and applications Excel-based computer software routines that
explore calculations for an assortment of tasks, including
graphing, formula usage, solving equations, and data
analysis End-of-chapter sections detailing the Excel
applications and techniques used to address data and
solutions using large data sets A companion website that
includes chapter summaries, Excel data sets, sample exams
and quizzes, lecture slides, and an Instructors’ Solutions
Manual Introduction to Quantitative Methods in Business:
With Applications Using Microsoft® Office Excel® is an
excellent textbook for undergraduate-level courses on
quantitative methods in business, economics, finance,
marketing, operations, and statistics. The book is also an
ideal reference for readers with little or no quantitative
background who require a better understanding of basic
mathematical and statistical concepts used in economics and
business. Bharat Kolluri, Ph.D., is Professor of Economics in
the Department of Economics, Finance, and Insurance at the
University of Hartford. A member of the American Economics
Association, his research interests include econometrics,
business statistics, quantitative decision making, applied
macroeconomics, applied microeconomics, and corporate
finance. Michael J. Panik, Ph.D., is Professor Emeritus in the
Department of Economics, Finance, and Insurance at the
University of Hartford. He has served as a consultant to the
Connecticut Department of Motor Vehicles as well as to a
variety of health care organizations. In addition, Dr. Panik is
the author of numerous books, including Growth Curve
Modeling: Theory and Applications and Statistical Inference:
A Short Course, both published by Wiley. Rao N. Singamsetti,
Ph.D., is Associate Professor in the Department of
Economics, Finance, and Insurance at the University of
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Hartford. A member of the American Economics Association,
his research interests include the status of war on poverty in
the United States since the 1960s and forecasting foreign
exchange rates using econometric methods.
1.Statistics : Meaning, Nature and Limitations, 2 .Statistics :
Scope and Importance, 3 .Statistical Investigation , 4. Types
and Collection of Data, 5. Questionnaire and Schedule, 6.
Sample Survey, 7. Editing of Collected Data , 8. Classification
and Tabulation of Data, 9. Diagrammatic Presentation Data,
10 .Graphic Presentation of Data, 11. Construction of
Frequency Distribution, 12 .Measures of Central Tendency,
13. Geometric Mean and Harmonic Mean, 14. Partition
Values, 15. Measures of Dispersion, 16. Measures of
Skewness, 17. Moments, 18. Measures of Kurtosis, 19.
Correlation, 20. Index Numbers, 21. Analysis of Time Series,
22. Interpolation and Extrapolation, 23. Regression Analysis,
24. Probability Theory, 25. Probability Distributions or
Theoretical Frequency Distributions, 26. Association of
Attributes, 27. Sampling Theory and Tests of Significance ,
28. Chi-Square Test and Goodness of Fit, 29. Analysis of
Variance, 30. Statistical Quality-Control, Appendix
Empowering management students with statistical decisionmaking skills, this text instructs on how to become active
participants where statistical findings are reported.
Descriptions are provided of the vast role that statistics play in
fields such as marketing, finance, human resources,
production, and logistics. Rather than being a passive
observer, this guide educates the meaning behind the
numbers that allow those in business situations to be
informed members of the decision-making process.

The increasing availability of data in our current,
information overloaded society has led to the need
for valid tools for its modelling and analysis. Data
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mining and applied statistical methods are the
appropriate tools to extract knowledge from such
data. This book provides an accessible introduction
to data mining methods in a consistent and
application oriented statistical framework, using case
studies drawn from real industry projects and
highlighting the use of data mining methods in a
variety of business applications. Introduces data
mining methods and applications. Covers classical
and Bayesian multivariate statistical methodology as
well as machine learning and computational data
mining methods. Includes many recent
developments such as association and sequence
rules, graphical Markov models, lifetime value
modelling, credit risk, operational risk and web
mining. Features detailed case studies based on
applied projects within industry. Incorporates
discussion of data mining software, with case studies
analysed using R. Is accessible to anyone with a
basic knowledge of statistics or data analysis.
Includes an extensive bibliography and pointers to
further reading within the text. Applied Data Mining
for Business and Industry, 2nd edition is aimed at
advanced undergraduate and graduate students of
data mining, applied statistics, database
management, computer science and economics.
The case studies will provide guidance to
professionals working in industry on projects
involving large volumes of data, such as customer
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relationship management, web design, risk
management, marketing, economics and finance.
Taken literally, the title "All of Statistics" is an
exaggeration. But in spirit, the title is apt, as the book
does cover a much broader range of topics than a
typical introductory book on mathematical statistics.
This book is for people who want to learn probability
and statistics quickly. It is suitable for graduate or
advanced undergraduate students in computer
science, mathematics, statistics, and related
disciplines. The book includes modern topics like
non-parametric curve estimation, bootstrapping, and
classification, topics that are usually relegated to
follow-up courses. The reader is presumed to know
calculus and a little linear algebra. No previous
knowledge of probability and statistics is required.
Statistics, data mining, and machine learning are all
concerned with collecting and analysing data.
For the 1 or 2 semester course in Business
Statistics. This comprehensive, 17 chapter
hardcover text builds student confidence by
incorporating a step-by-step system for examples,
exercises, and special review sections. This step-bystep framework allows students to learn by example,
practice with extensive exercises that step-up in
level of difficulty, and solidify their understanding of
the concepts with special review sections as they
prepare for their exams. It presents descriptive and
inferential statistics with a rich assortment of
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business examples and real data with an emphasis
on decision-making. There is emphasis on using
statistical software as a tool, (featuring Excel and
Minitab) with many examples presented in a
software environment. A briefer version is also
available called A Course in Business Statistics 4e.
This comprehensive, user-friendly reference
explores many descriptive and inferential statistical
topics integral to business problem solving and
decision making. Chapter topics include data
collection; graphs, charts, and tables; probability
distributions; sampling distributions; estimating
population values; hypothesis testing; quality
management and statistical process control; linear
regression and correlation analysis; model building
and multiple regression analysis; and nonparametric
statistics. For business professionals involved in
data presentations and descriptive analyses.
Statistical data analysis is the backbone of sound
business decision making, and finding the right tool
to analyse a particular business problem is the key.
By learning the fundamentals of statistical reasoning
and data analysis, you will be on the way to
becoming a better manager, analyst or economist.By
providing a framework for solving statistical
problems, this seventh Australian and New Zealand
edition of Business Statistics teaches skills that you
can use throughout your career. The book shows
you how to analyse data effectively by focusing on
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the relationship between the kind of problem you
face, the type of data involved and the appropriate
statistical technique for solving the problem.Business
Statistics emphasises applications over theory. It
illustrates how vital statistical methods and tools are
for today's managers and analysts, and how to apply
them to business problems using real-world data.
Using a proven three-step Identify-Compute-Interpret
(ICI) approach to problem solving, the text teaches
you how to: 1. IDENTIFY the correct statistical
technique by focusing on the problem objective and
data type; 2. COMPUTE the statistics doing them by
hand and using Excel; and 3. INTERPRET results in
the context of the problem. This unique approach
enhances comprehension and practical skills. The
text's vast assortment of data-driven examples,
exercises and cases covers the various functional
areas of business, demonstrating the statistical
applications that marketing managers, financial
analysts, accountants, economists and others use.
Learning resources such as CourseMate maximise
study time to help you achieve the results you want.
Completely up-to-date, the seventh edition offers
comprehensive coverage, current examples and an
increased focus on applications in the real world.
REA’s Essentials provide quick and easy access to
critical information in a variety of different fields,
ranging from the most basic to the most advanced.
As its name implies, these concise, comprehensive
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study guides summarize the essentials of the field
covered. Essentials are helpful when preparing for
exams, doing homework and will remain a lasting
reference source for students, teachers, and
professionals. Business Statistics I includes
descriptive statistics, introduction to probability,
probability distributions, sampling and sampling
distributions, interval estimation, and hypothesis
testing.
Highly praised for its exceptional clarity, technical
accuracy, and useful examples, Weiers'
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS STATISTICS,
Seventh Edition, introduces fundamental statistical
concepts with an engaging, conversational
presentation and a strong emphasis on the practical
relevance of course material to students' lives and
careers. The text's outstanding illustrations, friendly
language, non-technical terminology, and current
examples involving real-world business and personal
settings will capture students' interest and prepare
them for success from day one. Continuing cases,
contemporary business applications, and more than
300 new or revised exercises and problems reflect
important trends and the latest developments in
today's dynamic business environment -- all with an
accuracy you and your students can trust. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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For social researchers who need to know what
procedures to use under what circumstances in practical
research projects, this book does not require an indepth
understanding of statistical theory.
Managers and analysts routinely collect and examine
key performance measures to better understand their
operations and make good decisions. Being able to
render the complexity of operations data into a coherent
account of significant events requires an understanding
of how to work well with raw data and to make
appropriate inferences. Although some statistical
techniques for analyzing data and making inferences are
sophisticated and require specialized expertise, there are
methods that are understandable and applicable by
anyone with basic algebra skills and the support of a
spreadsheet package. By applying these fundamental
methods themselves rather than turning over both the
data and the responsibility for analysis and interpretation
to an expert, managers will develop a richer
understanding and potentially gain better control over
their environment. This text is intended to describe these
fundamental statistical techniques to managers, data
analysts, and students. Statistical analysis of sample
data is enhanced by the use of computers. Spreadsheet
software is well suited for the methods discussed in this
text. Examples in the text apply Microsoft Excel. Readers
will have access to the example workbooks and Adobe
Flash videos illustrating key steps using Microsoft Excel
from the Business Expert Press website.
1Statistics : Meaning, Nature and Limitations, 2
.Statistics : Scope and Importance, 3 .Types and
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Collection of Data , 4 .Summation Operation and Rules
of Sigma Operations , 5. Classification and Tabulation of
Data , 6 .Construction of Frequency Distribution, 7
.Measures of Central Tendency, 8. Measures of
Dispersion, 9. Partition Values, 10. Measures of
Skewness , 11. Regression Analysis , 12 .Correlation, 13
.Index Number , 14. Analysis of Time-Series, 15.
Business Forecasting , 16 Probability Theory, 17.
Appendix (Log-Antilog Table).
Each chapter is organised around a particular statistical
concept or technique of relevence to the business or
management student
This volume focuses on the abuse of statistical inference
in scientific and statistical literature, as well as in a
variety of other sources, presenting examples of misused
statistics to show that many scientists and statisticians
are unaware of, or unwilling to challenge the chaotic
state of statistical practices.;The book: provides
examples of ubiquitous statistical tests taken from the
biomedical and behavioural sciences, economics and the
statistical literature; discusses conflicting views of
randomization, emphasizing certain aspects of induction
and epistemology; reveals fallacious practices in
statistical causal inference, stressing the misuse of
regression models and time-series analysis as instant
formulas to draw causal relationships; treats constructive
uses of statistics, such as a modern version of Fisher's
puzzle, Bayesian analysis, Shewhart control chart,
descriptive statistics, chi-square test, nonlinear modeling,
spectral estimation and Markov processes in quality
control.
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Business StatisticsMacmillan Publishing CompanyBasic
Business StatisticsAn Inferential ApproachBusiness
StatisticsAn Inferential ApproachThe Practice of
Business Statistics (w/CD)KHANNA PUBLISHING
HOUSE
Understanding and Evaluating Research: A Critical
Guide aims to sensitize students to the necessity of
learning how not to defer to the mysterious authority of
the experts, but rather to learn how to be a critical
consumer of others' research, and to gain confidence in
their ability to be producers of research. Sue McGregor
shows students how to be research literate, and how to
find, critique and apply other people's scholarship. This
textbook is grounded in a solid understanding of the
prevailing research methodologies for creating new
knowledge (philosophical underpinnings), which in turn
dictate problem posing, theory selection, and research
methods (tasks for sampling, collecting and analyzing
data, and reporting results).
This comprehensive text presents descriptive and inferential
statistics with an assortment of business examples and real
data, and an emphasis on decision-making. The
accompanying CD-ROM presents Excel and Minitab tutorials
as well as data files for all the exercises and exmaples
presented.
Introductory Business Statistics is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of the one-semester
statistics course for business, economics, and related majors.
Core statistical concepts and skills have been augmented
with practical business examples, scenarios, and exercises.
The result is a meaningful understanding of the discipline,
which will serve students in their business careers and realPage 13/19
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world experiences.
Student-friendly stats! Berenson’s fresh, conversational
writing style and streamlined design helps students with their
comprehension of the concepts and creates a thoroughly
readable learning experience. Basic Business Statistics
emphasises the use of statistics to analyse and interpret data
and assumes that computer software is an integral part of this
analysis. Berenson’s ‘real world’ business focus takes
students beyond the pure theory by relating statistical
concepts to functional areas of business with real people
working in real business environments, using statistics to
tackle real business challenges.
The organization of this study guide parallels that of Cheng F
Lee's Statistics for Business and Financial Economics,
providing a comprehensive treatment of every chapter. To
maximize students' understanding of the material, the author
presents it in a slightly different though complementary way.
For each chapter, the study guide provides: Chapter Intuition.
Each chapter begins with an intuitive verbal explanation of
the chapter's central message on why the chapter is
important and where it is headed. Chapter Review. Rather
than just giving a simple outline of the chapter, all the key
concepts in the chapter are covered in a simple, easy-tofollow account. Useful Formulas. Where appropriate, a list of
useful formulas from the chapter is provided so that one need
not search the text to find formulas necessary for solving the
problems. Example Problems and Solutions. Here, sample
problems similar to the problems in the text are provided,
along with step-by-step solutions. To provide a guide to
solving the problems, each example states the topic that the
problem illustrates. Supplementary Exercises. Once the
example problems are studied, one's skills can be put to work
by solving problems. A variety of exercise types is offered to
accommodate various learning styles. Contents:Data
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Collection and PresentationFrequency Distribution and Data
AnalysesNumerical Summary MeasuresProbability Concepts
and Their AnalysisDiscrete Random Variables and Probability
DistributionsThe Normal and Lognormal
DistributionsSampling and Sampling DistributionsOther
Continuous Distributions and Moments for
DistributionsEstimation and Statistical Quality
ControlHypothesis TestingAnalysis of Variance and ChiSquare TestsSimple Linear Regression and the Correlation
CoefficientSimple Linear Regression and Correlation:
Analyses and ApplicationsMultiple Linear RegressionOther
Topics in Applied Regression AnalysisNonparametric
StatisticsTime-Series: Analysis, Model, and ForecastingIndex
Numbers and Stock Market IndexesSampling Surveys:
Methods and ApplicationsStatistical Decision Theory:
Methods and Applications Readership: Upper-level
undergraduates and graduates in business, corporate
finance, banking, finance, accounting and economics
subjects; MBA students; corporate financial managers,
financial analysts and portfolio managers. Keywords:
Business Research Methods provides students with the
knowledge, understanding and necessary skills to complete a
business research. The reader is taken step-by-step through
a range of contemporary research methods, while numerous
worked examples an
An excellent book for commerce students appearing in
competitive, professional and other examinations. Business
Statistics 1.Statistics : Concept, Nature and Limitations,
2.Statistics : Scope and Significance, 3.Types and Collection
of Data, 4. Classification and Tabulation of Data, 5.
Frequency Distribution, 6. Graphic Presentation of Data, 7.
Measures of Central Tendency (Mean, Median, Mode), 8.
Measures of Variation or Dispersion (Rang, Q. D., M. D. & S.
D.), 9. Measures of Skewness, 10. Measures of Kurtosis, 11.
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Correlation, 12. Regression Analysis, 13. Probability Theory,
14. Probability Distributions (Binomial, Poisson and Normal),
15. Sampling Theory and Tests of Significance. 16. Appendix.
SYLLABUS Unit I : Statistics : Concept, Significance &
Limitation, Type of Data, Classification & Tabulation,
Frequency Distribution & Graphical Representation. Unit II :
Measures of Central Tendency (Mean, Median, Mode),
Measures of Variation : Significance & Properties of a Good
Measure of Variation : Range, Quartile Deviation, Mean
Deviation and Standard Deviation, Measures of Skewness &
Kurtosis. Unit III :Correlation : Significance of Correlation,
Types of correlation, Simple Correlation, Scatter Diagram
Method, Karl Pearson Coefficient of Correlation. Regression :
Introduction, Regression Lines, Regression Equation &
Regression Coefficient. Unit IV :Probability : Concept, Events,
Addition Law, Conditional Probability, Multiplication Law &
Baye’s Theorem [Simple Numerical], Probability Distribution :
Binomial, Poisson and Normal. Unit V : Sampling Method of
Sampling, Sampling and Non-Sampling Errors. Test of
Hypothesis, Type-I and Type-II Errors, Large Sample Tests.
Ideal for those with a minimum of mathematical and statistical
knowledge, Business Research Methods and Statistics Using
SPSS provides an easy to follow approach to understanding
and using quantitative methods and statistics. It is solidly
grounded in the context of business and management
research, enabling students to appreciate the practical
applications of the techniques and procedures explained. The
book is comprehensive in its coverage, including discussion
of the business context, statistical analysis of data, survey
methods, and reporting and presenting research. A
companion website also contains four extra chapters for the
more advanced student, along with PowerPoint slides for
lecturers, and additional questions and exercises, all of which
aim to help students to: - Understand the importance and
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application of statistics and quantitative methods in the field
of business - Design effective research studies - Interpret
statistical results - Use statistical information meaningfully Use SPSS confidently
Easy to read & write style, Adequate example and problems
based on real-life business situations, Every chapter is
supported with multiple choice questions, Theoretical
questions and numerical for better practice, Explanation of
import concepts through various worked-out examples, The
book is presented with an approach to explain the graphs
have been drawn which enable students to grasp the subject
in an easy way, Systematic and sequential arrangement of
different topics, Rich pedagogy.
Business Statistics offers readers a foundation in core
statistical concepts using a perfect blend of theory and
practical application. This book presents business statistics
as value added tools in the process of converting data into
useful information. The step-by-step approach used to
discuss three main statistical software applications, MS Excel,
Minitab, and SPSS, which are critical tools for decision
making in the business world, makes this book extremely
user friendly. This book is highly relevant for students and
practising managers.
An accessible text that explains fundamental concepts in
business statistics that are often obscured by formulae and
mathematical notation A Guide to Business Statistics offers a
practical approach to statistics that covers the fundamental
concepts in business and economics. The book maintains the
level of rigor of a more conventional textbook in business
statistics but uses a more streamlined and intuitive approach.
In short, A Guide to Business Statistics provides clarity to the
typical statistics textbook cluttered with notation and formulae.
The author—an expert in the field—offers concise and
straightforward explanations to the core principles and
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techniques in business statistics. The concepts are introduced through examples, and the text is designed to be
accessible to readers with a variety of backgrounds. To
enhance learning, most of the mathematical formulae and
notation appears in technical appendices at the end of each
chapter. This important resource: Offers a comprehensive
guide to understanding business statistics targeting business
and economics students and professionals Introduces the
concepts and techniques through concise and intuitive
examples Focuses on understanding by moving distracting
formulae and mathematical notation to appendices Offers
intuition, insights, humor, and practical advice for students of
business statistics Features coverage of sampling
techniques, descriptive statistics, probability, sampling
distributions, confidence intervals, hypothesis tests, and
regression Written for undergraduate business students,
business and economics majors, teachers, and practitioners,
A Guide to Business Statistics offers an accessible guide to
the key concepts and fundamental principles in statistics.
A New Approach to Sound Statistical ReasoningInferential
Models: Reasoning with Uncertainty introduces the authors'
recently developed approach to inference: the inferential
model (IM) framework. This logical framework for exact
probabilistic inference does not require the user to input prior
information. The authors show how an IM produces meaning
1.Statistics : Meaning, Nature and Limitations, 2 .Statistics :
Scope and Importance, 3. Statistical Investigation, 4. Types
and Collection of Data, 5 .Questionnaire and Schedule, 6
.Sample Survey, 7 .Editing of Collected Data , 8.
Classification and Tabulation of Data, 9. Diagrammatic
Presentation of Data, 10. Graphic Presentation of Data, 11.
Construction of Frequency Distribution, 12. Measures of
Central Tendency , 13. Geometric Mean and Harmonic Mean,
14. Partition Values, 15. Measures of Dispersion, 16.
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Measures of Skewness, 17. Moments, 18. Measures of
Kurtosis, 19. Correlation, 20. Index Numbers , 21. Analysis of
Time Series , 22. Interpolation and Extrapolation, 23.
Regression Analysis , 24. Probability Theory, 25. Probability
Distributions or Theoretical Frequency Distributions, 26.
Association of Attributes , 27. Sampling Theory and Tests of
Significance , 28. Chi-Square Test and Goodness of Fit, 29.
Analysis of Variance , 30. Statistical Quality Control,
Appendix.
Preface Statistics is seldom the most eagerly anticipated
course of a business student. It typically has the reputation of
being a boring, complicated, and confusing mix of
mathematical formulas and computers. Our goal in writing this
casebook and the companion volume (Business Analysis
Using Regression) was to change that impression by showing
how statistics yields insights and answers interesting
business questions. Rather than dwell on underlying
formulas, we show how to use statistics to answer questions.
Each case study begins with a business question and
concludes with an answer to that question. Formulas appear
only as needed to address the questions, and we focus on
the insights into the problem provided by the mathematics.
The mathematics serves a purpose. The material in this
casebook is organized into 11 "classes" of related case
studies that develop a single, key idea of statistics. The
analysis of data using statistics is seldom very
straightforward, and each analysis has many nuances. Part of
the appeal of statistics is this richness, this blending of
substantive theories and mathematics. For newcomers,
however, this blend is too rich, and they are easily
overwhelmed and unable to sort out the important ideas from
nuances. Although later cases in these notes suggest this
complexity, we do not begin that way.
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